
 

Summary of Improvement Strategies (2016-2018) 

Improvement Strategy Contact 
Gateway to Completion Teaching and Learning Academy Fellows (2016-2018) 

Use more frequent individual chapter tests, rather than fewer high-
stakes exams, in Intermediate Algebra and Finite Math along with 
supplemental note guides and PowerPoints so that students spend 
more time watching, listening, and understanding examples 
presented in class rather than taking notes 

Leigh Britt - lwbritt@iupuc.edu 
 

Forge strong professor-student bonds early in the semester that 
encourage students to openly discuss factors that might interfere 
with their success throughout the semester-long face-to-face 
composition course 

Candy Knight - cknight41@ivytech.edu 
 

Provide opportunities for composition students to read, consider, 
and apply feedback early in the semester in order to encourage 
students to think about their learning and apply learned techniques 
throughout the course 

Erin Lehman - elehman4@ivytech.edu 
 

Embed engaging, in-class activities including small group work, 
whole class discussion, and reflection in face-to-fact First Year 
Seminar courses with a goal to increase retention 

Shannan Norrell - snorrell@ivytech.edu 
 

Introduce collaborative testing, coupled with individual testing, to 
encourage better study skills through peer modeling 

Jocelyn Ramos - jramos4@ivytech.edu 

Offer optional student-determined online office hours in online 
gateway writing course 

Katherine Wills - kwills@iupuc.edu 
 

Make First Year Experience course more relevant and connected to 
overall baccalaureate learning 

Debra Winikates – dwinikat@iupuc.edu 

Gateway Fellows (2017-2018) 
Incorporate Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TILT)  principles 
to more clearly articulate the purpose statement, skills and tasks 
sections on assignment sheets 

Susan Cox - sbcox@iupui.edu 
 

Use frequent low-stakes assignments and assessments to scaffold 
major assignments providing detailed instructions, examples, and 
walk-thru activities leading up to major course projects 

Terry Dibble - ldibble@iupuc.edu 
 

Use principles from Teaching Students How to Learn and 
Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TILT) to emphasize the 
importance of discipline, organization, and time management and 
encourage students to connect classroom assignments with their 
jobs, majors, or other real-world experiences 

Elisabeth Hegmann - ehegmann@ivytech.edu 
 

Use the Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TILT) teaching 
methodology in my MATH 153 class 

Tamara Miller - tmiller156@ivytech.edu 
 

Integrated Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TILT) concepts 
into assignments to provide more insight for students and help them 
understand learning expectations 

Steve Mohler - shmohler@iupuc.edu 
 

Introduce principles of Bloom’s Taxonomy to encourage students to 
take an active role in their learning 

Stephanie Vertrees - svertree@iu.edu 
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